FundBlastTM

Secure, real time communications
between funds and distributors
Is Now A REALITY
Delta Data’s FundBlastTM Makes Counterparty Communications Easy

Is your current process for creating and
communicating mutual fund change communications
time-consuming and difficult to audit? Do you find it
challenging to maintain distribution lists and partner
contacts – keeping them updated and correct?

OUR SOLUTION
FundBlast is our unique communication portal
that allows asset management firms to either
create a new or replicate an existing fund change
communication business process from start to
finish. With FundBlast you can develop customizable
approval workflows — for internal review and sign
off on the communication before it is published.
Our cutting-edge software allows you to replace
your existing “Blast Fax” or Dealer product change
communication emails, all the while enhancing
clarity, and reducing risk and time spent on corporate
action communications. Provide your operations,
employees, and company with an auditable,
targeted, and efficient conduit for important
communications that will streamline your processes
and support your corporate actions with FundBlast.

FundBlastTM is part of the Delta Data Oversight Solutions stack

HOW IT WORKS
FundBlast eliminates ambiguity and the time spent
on answering follow-up clarifying emails from your
distribution partners. It walks you step-by-step
through the process to define the details of each
event such as:

Liquidations

Mergers

Fund Name
Changes

Purchase
Eligibility

In addition, FundBlast has tools that allow for
ongoing management of your distribution lists
and even allows for self-service maintenance by
the distribution partners. FundBlast’s support
of custom templates ensures application of
your corporate branding and logo in a seamless
automated process.

Selecting the Impacted Products and
Data Points Required to Communicate
that Change
Upon publish date, Delta Data distribution clients
will receive a real-time data set representing the
event. FundBlast will email an event specific PDF to
your other distribution partners.

Count on FundBlastTM for:

Model Portfolios

Fund Changes

Corporate Action
Information

Dealer
Communications

Dealer Oversight

Fund and Distributor
Communications
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